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GV, 102 Colleges Hold Satellite Conference
By Dan Roclofs 
News Staff
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Two Bicycles 
Stolen, Drop- 
oed 99 Feet 
r rom Little- 
Mac Bridge
Students Attend Leadership j Contents 
Conference at Camp Emery
By Debra Garland 
News Staff
Eating again? How about saying "No" to lunch and letting 
that stomach rumble through the afternoon? Over 500- 
thousand across the country will be passing up wholesome, 
all-American food to provide aid to needy contemporaries in 
Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Many will join in the 13th 
annual "Fast For A World Harvest" sponsored by Oxfam 
America.
Oxfam, a non-sectarian, non-governmental organization, 
began in England in 1942 as the Oxford Committee on 
Famine Relief. Today, six self-sufficient chapters in 
Australia., Belguim, Canada, Great Britain, and the United 
States compose Oxfam.
Oxfam America of Boston, Mass, concerns itself with 
disaster relief projects and helping poverty-stricken countries 
help themselves. Last year, for instance, Oxfam America 
assisted starving sugar farmers of the Philippine island of 
Negros. According to Oxfam America, the 1985 fast 
provided seeds, tools, fertilizers, and tractor fuel for the 
Filippinos who are now successfully rotating crops of 
radishes, peanuts, mung beans, and com. Currently, OA 
provides similiar assistance to 13 African countries, five Asian 
countries, and ten Latin American countries.
Although OA is a large-scale operation, funds donated by 
fast participants go directly to the individuals who need it 
most: The destitute and the starving. According to OA, its 
certified financial audit statement for 1985 proves this: of the 
nearly 17-million dollars received, only 1.8-million (13.8%) 
supported fundraising, and over 647-thousand, (4.8%) 
covered general administration costs. OA's balance for 1985 
stood at almost 3.5-million which will be applicable to fiscal 
1986.
Now that you know a bit about Oxfam America, perhaps 
you can join the fast on November 20, just one week prior to 
Thanksgiving Day. By passing up just one meal, two meals, 
or perhaps all three, students can provide funds indirectly 
through their Saga Food Services meal plan or directly 
through personal donations equal to the cost of meals 
skipped.
"What did you think 
about the Leadership 
retreat?"
See story p. 1
Laura Zylstra 
Junior
"Don't ask me. It was a good 
reorganizational program."
Jeff Sleeper 
Freshman
"I got the most out of 
finding a concensus.
I thought it was interesting 
hearing someone explain 
why they need a life raft 
in a dessert."
Beth Paczesny
"Personally, I think the 
association with the other 
leaders was very bene­
ficial for me. You learn from 
them."
Mike Langley 
Jun ior
"I thougt it was very bene­
ficial: fun, fun, fun! This is 
an activity that anybody who 
I wants to be a leader of an 
organization should attend."
Tom Browne 
Senior
"I felt the day was educational 
in that I felt it was an oppor­
tunity to explore other 
organizations on campus"
Angie Mohre 
Junior
"It was very productive I 
learned how a group 
solves a problem. It's fun to 
meet everybody. I like 
the survival thing."
Kevin Nadai 
Senior
"I met quite a few student 
leaders that I've only heard 
about before. And I got 
out of work today'"
*
Dea* Editor,
Is our journalism department on 
vacation'? I was expecting a horde of 
firebreathing editorials this fall about 
the sales of pornography in the college 
bookstore This summer the bookstore 
was encouraged to halt the sales of 
lewd magazines At first it appeared 
that the bookstore had the moral 
fortitude to stand against sexual abuse
Alas, instead of sweeping the filth back 
into the gutter where it belongs, it was 
slipped under the counter. Shame.
A couple years ago detective Darrel 
Pope from this west Michigan area 
came out with the data on the links of 
pornography with crime. In 40,000 
sexual abuse cases porn was used 
either directly before or during the 
crime in 41% of the cases!
I marvel that women are not utterly 
enraged If the bookstore were selling 
a magazine which encouraged the 
abuse of a certain segment of the black
population, suggesting perhaps that 
they have secret longings to be 
horsewhipped, or even lynched, 
wouldn't we expect an outcry? Or if 
there were a juicy tabloid that printed 
anonymous letters from Jewish men 
which described the exhilaration they 
experienced by being castrated, the 
anti-defamation league would 
detonate a bomb in the Kirkhof Center 
in the wee hours of Sunday morning 
Why then is the campus bookstore 
making profit from prurient magazines 
that encourage the use and abuse of
women no less shocking than torture, 
mutilation, and murder?
John Bjorlie
President of Collegiate Bible Studies
To Editor,
In your Sept 24 issue of the Lanthorn 
you wrote that you had recieved some 
criticism of the article "Girl Suffers 
Attack" and you asked for any other 
input people may have Well, here it 
goes
See "Waves" p. 1 0
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"Retreat" from p. 1
possible goals for their organizations.
Saturday was spent acquainting the 
attendees. An exercise from The 
Encyclopedia of Ice Breakers was used 
Saturday morning. The 46 students 
were instructed to write a poem about 
themselves then read it aloud to the 
group. Applause followed each. Many 
rhymed. Some did not.
Another ice-breaker was meal 
planning and preparation. Four meal 
shifts were implemented by dividing 
the group and assigning its four parts to 
a meal during one of the two days.
Six discussion groups were also 
created. Each developed a name for 
group identification. These included: 
Beavers, Carpes, Eels, Gnats, Gremlins 
and Snipes.
"It was a high-power group," said 
Stoll. "It's really fun for the staff-you 
work so much and so long and you go 
and see that energy. It's the natural 
high you get from this job."
One project, called "Concensus 
Seeking," was a favorite among the 
participants. Each group was given the 
same list of articles which may be 
needed if lost in the desert.
From this list each person was 
instructed to choose only ten which he 
or she would want if lost. Then, the 
groups had to come to a concensus on 
what should and shouldn't be choosen 
from the list. Groups were told that one 
member in each was a "blocker" and 
would try to block the concensuses 
sought.
The Student Activities office targets 
future retreats for the same location but 
with nearly 100 students in 
attendence. Stoll is convinced that 
since the group was committed to 
giving up a weekend for the event that 
they will also improve campus life 
through their committment and energy. 
Additionally, he feels that word of 
mouth reports on the event will draw 
larger crowds in the future.
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The Lanthorn is a self-supported weekly publication. Its revenue is raised through the 
sale of advertising. As Grand Valley State College's official student newspaper, we wish 
it to be known that the opinions expressed in the Lanthorn do not necessarily reflect the 
position or opinion of Grand Valley State College.
The Lanthorn welcomes letters to the Editor. Letters must be signed, under 300 words 
in length and non-libelous. The Lanthorn staff reserves the right to edit letters to meet 
editorial policy and space limitations
The Lanthorn also welcomes free-lance stories, poetry, art, and photographs on a 
non-paid, volunteer basis. Submit by mail or in person at the Lanthorn office.
The Lanthorn conducts business at the Kirkhof Center, GVSC Campus, Allendale, 
Michigan 49401 Phone (616)-895-3120 or 895-3608
Senior Bart Jonker attended the accomplished a lot." 
retreat representing the Student Jonker said that one of the biggest 
Senate, Marching Band, and the p rob lem s  id e n t i f i e d  was 
American Advertising Federation. He communication. "We identified the 
said, "It was mentally exhausting, problem so we were able to sit and talk 
Physically it was alright. I think we about it," he sajd.
Bob Budhng and Dave LeClerc show off their handicaps at Camp Emery 
near Blue Lake. Both are Pi Kapps who attended the Leadership Retreat last 
weekend. Photo by Jeff Brand
»
"BioDiversity" from p. 1
issue?"
Joan Martin-Brown, a panelist 
Representing the United Nations 
Enviroment Programme, said the 
challenge for man today is to undergo 
a philosophy shift. Brown feels that 
man's relationship with nature cannot 
be that of king or queen over nature, 
but rather a relationship of 
coexistence
Brown warned, however, that one 
must look at this issue practically, as it 
relates to people She said, "You 
cannot telt a woman in Africa to stop 
having  bab ies (because
over-population has an adverse effect 
on BioDiversity) when 85 percent of 
the work done in the country is done 
by hand; by the hands of women 
while their husbands are in the cities 
looking for work. These women need 
children." Brown went on to say, "We 
must address the human issues that 
caused the plight, in order to correct 
the diversity problem."
Dr. John P. Shontz, Grand Valley 
Biology Department, did not expect 
the 250 seats in the viewing room to 
be filled. He said, "Many people have 
superficial interests, once they leave 
their 104 class (Natural Resource 
Management) their awareness is on 
other things "
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Death Conference A Success
Jan Cheryl Allen 
Features Writer
Those who attended the conference 
entitled "Choosing To Be Fully Alive: 
The Caregiver's Perspective", nearly 
filled Louis Armstrong Theatre, the 
topics to be addressed were 
"Anticipatory Grieving" and "Grief After 
Death"by author Dr. Gerald Jamplosky 
and his partner Diane Cirincione.
The conference opened with a 
meditation, and it set the tone for the 
entire seminar. It was extremely 
informative and uplifting: the first topic 
dealing with ” the unhealed healers", 
those who deal with patients and 
clients that are terminally ill and their 
families. The wisdom conveyed was 
useful to everyone present. "I used to 
think that being detached meant not 
caring"' explained Cirincione. "But we 
can feel the compassion and caring 
without putting ourselves in the 
persons place."
Many joined in sharing their thoughts 
on the subject of "burn out", how 
dealing with the subject had left them at 
a loss, or affected their lives, and how 
they had dealt with it. Caring, but not
empathizing, 
and being 
thankful for 
something 
th d t tha t 
person had 
contributed to 
their lives were some of the ways 
discussed, as well as the concept that 
"You must first draw from the well to 
nourish yourself; then there will be 
enough to nourish others.'" And the 
reminder that death is a part of the 
perpetual cycle of renewal of nature. 
One terminally ill patient had left 
behind the thought that, "I would rather 
have lived life as a sick person helping 
others, than as a well person helping 
myself."
"I would rather have lived 
life as a sick person 
helping others, than as a 
well person 
myself.
The large conference then broke off 
into small discussion groups where the 
issues were discussed in a personal 
manner. When the main seminar 
resumed in the Theatre after lunch,
someone from 
the audience 
had volunteer­
ed to share 
her present 
experience
with the topic 
scheduled. Dorothy, a woman from Big 
Rapids, shared her fears and feelings 
for her son who is missing and 
presumed dead. She related that she 
has been acting the role her family had 
expected her to play, and that none of 
them were showing their true feelings. 
She said that the Conference had
helping
helped her greatly, and that she would 
help her family to better deal with the 
fear and anger.
Grand Valley's Dean of Social 
Sciences Dr. Anthony Travis had 
opened the Conference topic with a 
brief summation of the history of 
traditions surrounding death and dying,
and the changes over the ages. Tapes 
of the Conference are available on loan 
from our School of Social Work. 
Further inquiries can be made to : The
Center for Attitddinal Healing, 19 Main 
Street. Tiburon.CA 94920. Purchase 
of Dr. Jamplosky’s Love is Letting G0 fl.t
Fear. Teach Only Love., and Goodbye 
to Guilt can also be purchased through 
this address.
Holocaust Series
By Amy Klofkorn 
Features Editor
On Friday, September 26, those 
who attended the special course 
entitled "The Holocaust", viewed a 
gripping documentary about World 
War II concentration camps
The film "Night and Fog" was 
made up largely of black and white 
military clips which showed the 
evolution of such camps as 
Auschwitz from the architectural 
plans to the day allies liberated 
those still alive in the camps in 
1942. At the film's conclusion, loud 
silence filled the lecture hall
Honors Band
Applications are now being accepted 
for the 4th Annual Grand Valley State 
College Youth Honors Band 
The Honors Band will be held on the 
GVSC campus on Saturday and 
Sunday. November 22-23 Sponsored 
by the Music Department the Honors 
Band is for those high school el<_ 
and twelfth grade band students who 
are recommended by their director 
The two-day event will include 
individual clinics presented by the 
GVSC music faculty as well as full band 
rehearsals William Root, conductor of 
the Grand Valley bands will direct the 
band which will present the concert on 
Sunday afternoon November 23 at 
2 00 in the Calder Fine Ads Center 
Tne students who are accepted into 
the Honors Band will stay on campus 
for the weekend Included with the 
music instruction will be an orientation 
session featuring some of the Grand 
Valley ensembles
Last year's highly successful Honors 
Band was comprised of representatives 
from the high schools throughout both
Professor William Baum said simply,
"There is no need for words" as the 
class left
"The Holocaust" series is one of a 
few featured honors courses which 
center on the theme "Human 
Conflict and Cooperation". Many
course sessions will be comprised 
ot guest speakers Faculty, staff,
and students are invited to attend 
these lectures
Monday, September 29, Joe 
Stevens, who was an underground
German Jew, will speak at 1 2 00 in 
102 Mamtou
Underway
the lower and upper Michigan
peninsulas
f or more information, students are 
advised to call the music office at 
835 3-184, or to write to William Root at
Though I try to stray away from 
po litica l topics, occasionally a 
photograph or headline will catch my 
eye that I cannot resist.
"Let the others talk about a 
’comeback state,"’ President Ronald 
Reagan said, referring to Governor 
James Blanchard's campaign theme, 
"Bill Lucas will make this a go-ahead 
state."
Sure he will Ron, sure he will
Reagan visited Detroit on behalf of 
the Republican party, and to publicize 
his support gubernatorial candidate 
William Lucas
What a joke. I thought at first 
Reagan comes to Michigan everytime 
the Republicans need a knot tied in 
that thin rdpe they always seem to be 
dangling from
He did it Two years ago, and it is likely 
he will crawl back to deliver one last 
booster shot in 1988
Then again, I guess it seems 
understandable - a former actor coming 
to the aid of an actor/governor-to-be
Marlon Brando and George C. Scott 
combined. One day he is for capital 
punishment, the next day he is 
opposed to it. One day he is for 
imposing economic sanctions against 
South Africa, the next he is opposed 
If he should become governor he 
could, conceiva6ly, be against raising 
taxes one day, and for it the next 
Maybe then his supporters will realize 
that it's all an act
He is now reading the script for what 
could be his greatest role ever-being 
the first the elected Black governor in 
United States history 
It is not my intention to put the 
brother down, but I cannot accept a 
man who switches political parties as 
often as he changes underwear 
He has taken advantage of the 
Republican party, tor that I admire him 
I'm suadling the fence I am 
undecided I would like to see a Black 
in office, but I also want a govenor who 
will do positive things lor Michigan 
My guess is that Lucas will find 
himself amongst the rest ot the 
unemployed actorsLucas has played more roles than
Jj e nr i e
Dear Ka'e
i m normally easy going am: get 
along well with people but when 1 get 
around girls I like I get tong • ed 
What can I do9 G D
Dear G D
When I was going through this 
stage I got over it by either imagining
they were my best Jnend or by treating 
as if they were just one ot my 
regular friends That was enough to get 
me over my initial fear until l realized 
they were really nice persons and I had 
n : “  -g he scared ot or I realized 
,hat " s person wHo 'ked great from 
a distance was r-- ■"/ a - rk up close 
' you're sc a mo that g rts won't like 
you once they "get to know the real 
you", I have two suggestions ijWhen 
you meet the person you'll want to 
spend the rest of your life with, know 
that you'll be able to be yoursell and
they'll love you for yourself 2;You have 
to love yourself in order to accept 
others love tor you it you're have a 
confidence problem I suggest you 
read a seThelp book on the subject, or 
go to a counselor (particularly it your 
fears are quite deep-seatedj Good 
Luck1 Yours Truly. K i le
Do you have a question for Kate7 
Address your letters to Dear Kate, o'o 
The Lanthorn, Kirkhof Center, 
G V S C  Allendale. Mi 49401
W h a t ' s  C o o k i n ' !  M a n Y a w K m ® w
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by Jan Cheryl Allen 
Campus Life Writer
So many of us run short of time, or 
are just not in the mood to spend an 
hour and dirty a sinkfull of dishes to get 
a decent meal! A Sandwich? Oh,
stantly. Serve with chips - that's it! If 
you must zip it up - a tiny bit of oregano 
and/or cumin powder, garlic powder, 
and a bit of chopped jalepenos ought 
to authentically do you in! (Or in the 
event you can only find plain Velveeta.) 
Fresh celery, carrot and green pepper 
slices make great dippers, too. Try 
cooking and serving it (on low) in your 
crock pot to keep it hot.
|This Week's Focus: The Office 
of Admissions and Records
By Karen Kacynski 
Assistant Editor
All too often students reguard the
bologna. Solutions? Super sand- '/w~ KV"  w r  ■ Office of Admissions and Records,
wiches. How about a hot, fast Michigan __ _ _ _  _  _  _ _ _ _  * (0 .  A. and R.) located in the
D r “  4h"  HqI" vq ” 'a'' if I  basement of Siedman, as though the
New Twist Sandwiches To Go
Bar-B-Q! Made t e deluxe w y, t
includes a bit of each basic food group
Fast Michigan Bar-B-Q
Brown one pound ground beef, 
drain fat. (Don't pay more for more fat 
content - it just goes down the drain!) 
Add one cup ready-made Bar-B-Q 
sauce - try the zesty types with onion 
and green pepper. (You may want a bit 
more or less sauce, to individual taste.) 
Heat.
Pour over bread or buns, open 
faced, or fill pita pockets. Top with 
sliced American or grated Cheddar 
cheese, onions, chopped green olives 
or pickle relish - your favorites! Serves 
four petites, or two hearty appetites.
Having friends over,, and always 
wanted to know how to make hot nacho 
cheese dip?
Underwood chicken spread, mayo 
and Kraft pimento cheese spread with 
lettuce. Try this on potato bread, or _ 
crusty french, whole wheat, light rye or ■ some of my credits won't transfer, so 
pumpernickle. Try Underwood devilled ■ now I have to take some classes
|  place had a dark cloud hanging over
■ it
“  "The Records Office screwed up 
I  my grades...again!"
|  "The Admissions Office said that
ham and Kraft pineapple cheese spead 
with lettuce. Mustard optional. Hot 
Tuna??? You bet!! Next time you mix
_
I  over!"
II
up a hum drum tuna and mayo - add a 
little chopped onion, finely chopped 
jalepenos and grated cheese! Tuck it
Hot Cheese Dip
Cut Velveeta Mexican flavor (hot or peanut butter are an age-old favorite, 
mild) into one inch cubes. Melt over
medium heat in a saucepan stirring con- Get a new lease on lunch!
"I can't get a copy of my transcript!" 
These complaints, and many more, 
are leveled against the 0. A. and R. 
I  seemingly every day.
|  However, the O. A. and R. plays a
I fundamental role in every college student's college career. Every
--------------^----------------  |  piece of information that pertains to
into a pita, and maybe add a dash of ■ student eventually ends up there, 
green taco sauce. That should light (hence the name "Records Office," 
your fire! Lettuce and sliced tomatoes |  catchy right?) .
go well together. |  The problems many students incur
■ with the O. A. and R. can be solved, if 
Want more than carrot sticks for a ■ person approaches the office 
vegetable in your brown bag? Try I  with a calm head, and if they have a 
slicing a bit of a fresh cucumber into a |  general understanding of the office’s 
small take-along dish and top with salad J function.
dressing. A creamy dill or ranch style is I  As Lynn Blue, Registrar at 0. A. 
perfect. Celery stalks with your favorite |  anc| r 53^  jn an interview last week, 
Kraft cheese spread, cream cheese or
\ N
Any student may join a greek organization at Grand Valley. 
-Requirements for membership vary for each fraternity and 
'sorority. Grand Valley does not charge a fee to any student 
swho wants to join an organization. Individual Greek 
'organizations may charge an initiation fee and regular 
--membership dues
The Student Organization Office requires that all new 
'Greek members register with the Greek Services Office prior 
'to joining a fraternity or sorority This registration process 
^allows for the development of a rush list and verification of 
'grades for each chapter's new membership requirements 
Registered social Greek organizations at Grand Valley 
'include various fraternities such as Alpha Phi Alpha which 
'promotes community service, aids black business 
'development, works on youth development programs and 
'sponsors scholarship programs
Pi Kappa Phi is the fastest growing fraternity in the country 
(The Epsilon Beta Chapter at G V was the first organization 
son campus This fraternity promotes personal growth, 
'academics trust and loyalty through the strengths of 
'brotherhood
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity's proiects include giving financial 
'assistance to the NAACP provid.ng scholarships to the 
' United Negro College Fund and provides housing for senior 
'citizens
Sororities are also quick1 y on the rise at G V Zeta Delta 
'Chi is a new local social service sorority at G V which helps 
- needy children
Alpha Kappa Alpha's program includes support for 
-education, health care the ads and training and leadership 
'for youths
An updated Greek Directory of all G V S C Greeks is 
(available from the Greek Services Office Any student who 
-would like more information contact the Student Activities 
' Office at 895-3295
|  "People need to understand that the 
■ main purpose of the Office is to help 
*  students get through school."
|  Blue went on to say, "We aren't in 
|  the business of making lives difficult.
I ........................
possible. We are in the business of 
trying to get things solved.”
Blue offered the following 
information to help clear up some 
misconceptions about the 0. A. and 
R.
Did you know...
-that you should give the records 
office your local address? The 
reason is that much of the 
information the college sends out is 
dated and by the time the material 
reaches you from your home address 
the material is too old to be of use. 
Dorm and Ravine Apartment 
students don't need to do this 
because the office already has those 
addresses on file.
-that grades are sent to your home 
address but this address doesn’t 
have to be your parent’s address? 
You can have your grades sent 
wherever you want, provided you 
give the address to the records 
office.
-that when something from the O. 
A. and R. has a "return by" date on it, 
the document should be in the 
office's hands by that date? This 
doesn't mean that you send it out on 
that day. Dates are very important, 
especially in tuition refunds. One 
day can mean the difference 
between a 100 percent refund and a 
75 percent refund. Blue suggests 
that students rip out the front page of 
the course scheduling book to keep 
track of the important dates listed 
there.
that all grades (over 12,000) areIf a student has a problem he should
get it taken care of as soon as see ..Did You Know?" p. 6 j
WORDPOWER
WORD POWER
By James C. Fernald 
MYSTERIOUS
abstruse
dark
hidden
inexplicable
mystic
obscure
recondite
transcendental
unfathomed
cabalistic
enigmatical
incomprehensible
inscrutable
mystical
occult
secret
unfathomable
unknown
A mys'.enous thing arouses ones 
wonder or curiosity, and yet one >s 
unable to understand it Inscrutable 
connotes an inability to examine or 
scrutinize something an mscrutabe 
face reveals no emotion or feeling an 
inscrutable person conceals his 
thoughts, motives, etc , so well as to 
discourage or repel attempts at closer
acquaintance Recondite is remote 
from ordinary perception; profound 
That is mystic or mystical which has 
associated with it some hidden or 
recondite meaning, especially of a 
religious kind, as, the mystic Babylon 
of the Apocalypse That is dark which 
we cannot personally see through, 
especially if sadly perplexing, as, a 
dark providence That is secret which 
is intentionally hidden 
Abstruse applies to what is so 
remote from experience and so deep 
or abstract that it is extremely difficult to 
understand Occult refers to secret 
knowledge always involving the 
supernatural cabahsbc primarily 
referred lo a secret interpretation of 
the Scriptures, in modern usage it 
connotes occult secret, mysterious 
Transcendental, in this comparison 
implies beyond human experience 
Enigmatical is obscure and puzzling 
Compare dark; latent; obscure.
ANTONYMS:
clear.
See synonyms for
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Collegiate Bible Studies 
Schedule
Thurs; 7:00-8:30 on campus. For more 
info, call Keith 538-9771 or John 
459-3081 or Prof. Sturm 895-5115.
Oct.2 Commons Dining Room-
Craig James, TV Ch.8, 
Evolution vs Creationism.
Oct.9 Commons Dining Room-
John Bjorlie,President of 
CBS, The Problem of Sin 
Oct.16 Commons Dining Room-
John Bjorlie, President of 
CBS, Considering Eternity 
Oct.23 Commons Dining Room-
Probability of Prophecy 
Oct.30 Commons Dining Room-
The Meaning of the Cross, 
John Bjorlie, Pres, of CBS
Student Activites
Oct 2 Wheel Chair Basketball, Field 
House
Oct 2 Muriel Bach, Louis Armstrong 
Theatre, 12:00 pm 
Oct 4 Family Day, 8:00 am
Oct 4 Family Day Luncheon, 12:00 
pm, Field House Arena 
Oct 4 Family Day Reception. Field- 
house Arena, 4:00pm 
Oct 4 Volleyball - Oakland, Field- 
. house, 5pm
Oct 4 Film, Mr. Mom, Portside, 7 & 9 
pm
Oct 5 Film, Mr. Mom, Louis Arm­
strong Theatre
Oct 6 Aebersold and Neiweem, 12
pm, Louis Armstrong Theatre 
Oct 7 S.O. Officer Meeting,
Portside, 5pm
Audio Club
Sept 29 Meeting at Casey's Dogs, 
9-10pm, for more inlo call Tom 
Orzechowski, 677-5825 
Oct 30 Bonfire
Oct 13, 
15
Oct 17 
Oct 29
The t Holocaust
Except for the events on Nov 9 and 16, 
all events are scheduled for the noon 
hour in rm. 102 Manitou.
Adriana and Peter Termnaat, 
hid jews
Mandy Evans, in hiding 
Prof. Gilbert Davis, History of 
anti-semitism
Nov 9, 16 "Shoah" of Claude Lanzmann, 
Quad Theater, 2 pts, 1-5:30 
Sun.
Nov 10 Prof. Mary DeYoung, the 
family
WMAX CONCERT LINE
Oct 6 Mike Warnke, GR Devos
Hall, $2 at the door 
Oct 18,19 Bob Bennet. GR 
Oct 11 Petra, Degarmo & Kay, 
tickets-GR 957-6282 
Nov 4 Farnell & Farnell
Nov 7 Micheal W. Smith GVSC
Fieldhouse, tickets $4 
Nov 14 Carman, Stadium Arena,
$3 Reservations, $2 gen­
eral admission „
Nov 25 Silverwind, East Kentwood 
Auditorium >
Dec 2 Greg Volz, Kim Boyce
Culture Calendar
Oct 9 Jacqueline Williams, Youth
Director of the South African 
Council of Churches, at new 
Hope Baptist Church, 130 
Delaware S.W., GR, 8pm, 
sponsored by the Institute for 
Global Education.
through GR Public Museum, 150 Ses-
Mar 1 quicentennial Exhibition: Out
of the Wilderness Exhibit 
through GR public Museum, Michigan
Feb 1 in 1835, Exhibit. Museum
hours; 10-5 Mon-Sat, Admis- 
siorn$1 Adults, .50 kids. 54 
Jefferson Ave. GR Ph: 
456-3977
Nov 30
BLANDFORD NATURE 
CENTER 1715 Hillburn NW.. 
9-5, M-F. 2-5 Sun. Ph: 453- 
6192
8pm, F 2:30, 8pm, Sat & Sun 
2:30 & 3:30pm, Roger B. 
Chaffee Planetarium, Ph: 
456-3977
Oct 11 & Visitor’s night at James C.
31- Veen Observatory, on clear 
nights only 8:30-11pm.
Oct 12 Guided Tours of the Voigt 
House Museum, 115 College 
SE, GR 2nd Sun of Month, 
1-3om.
See Culture Calendar p. 16
r ^ " ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ ALIZING IN |
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"Did You Know?" from p. 5
processed within a 24-hour period9 Is it any wonder they get 
messed up sometimes! Look at your grades as soon as you 
get them and if you have a question about them, get it taken 
care of. The longer you wait, the harder the mistake may be 
to track down, especially if your teacher was a visiting faculty 
member Grades usually come out five days after the last final 
testing day
--that you can get an,advising copy of your transcript free9 
Official transcripts, the kind sent to other schools, cost $1 
and the Office needs a 24-hour advance notice for 
processing.
--That advance registration gives you an advantage over 
new winter semester students in what classes you get9 
Advance registration will be November 1-14 this year 
Freshmen need to know that they must meet with an advisor 
on their own to get their choice of classes approved Lynn 
Blue will be running a presentation at the dorms for any 
students who have questions about how to register tor 
winter semester
If you have any more questions of this type, give the Office 
ot Admissions and Records a call at 895-3327
blue avenue
♦Students* ♦Faculty*
Come take a free look at 
IBM'S
PC product line
KIRKH0F CENTER 
CRBINS D,E,F 
October 14 
9a.m. - 4p.m.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A  NURSE IH THE ARMY.
And they’re both repre­
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member ot the Army Nurse 
Corps The caducous on the left 
means you re part ot a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement arc the rule,
____________ not the exception The gold bar
on the nght means you command respect as an Army officer If you re 
earning a BSN, write Army Nurse Opportunities, PO  Box 771 T 
Clifton. NJ 07015 Or call toll tree l-SOO-l JSA-ARMY
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
francois cauvin
H o/sr youp
COU)PS MATS’/
UV6 OT T H f 
M/6H7V GVSC 
D.J ANWS H HAVE
c o n e  td c v t p '
v-vtoiS  youe tgo-
6/lFD  P£5£AJ&1
vesses.
CaUDe,UV>£; 
STs sane 
STUPeNTS TP0M 
TUAT S/8£PAC 
CCMFJeU) 
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Evangelist Pippert Lectures at Calvin
Arthur Radlicki 
News Staff
"Life is to be seen in relationship, a 
love relationship," evangelist and 
author Rebecca Manley Pipped said 
Wednesday, Sept 24, in the Calvin 
College Fine Ads Center Auditorium.
Speaking to approximately 300 
college and career people the mother
of one discussed how relating and 
relationships play a role in "getting the 
story out, getting the story straight, and 
getting the story in." That story, stated 
the evangelist, is the message of the 
gospel of Jesus Christ.
Ms. Pipped is the author of the book 
Out ot the Salt Shaker and into the 
World.
Being a woman in "this line of work" 
(evangelism and evangelism training) is 
very intresting , related the Inter-Varsity
Evangelist Rebecca Manley Pippert says we are not to impose our Faith, 
but Expose it. She signs her book entitled Out of the Salt Shaker and into 
the Wald. Photo by Arthur Radlicki
Archie’s
BEER, WINE, LIQUOR, 
LOTTERY
* F R K K H I 1
WITH
KEG BEER
Standale
.453-1 in?
Christian Fellowship staff member 
When asked about what she does for a 
living by a stranger, Ms. Pipped said, "it 
you're not a man, minister, or nun 
people get confused. They usally 
reply, 'Oh, and you looked so normal"' 
The wife of Wess Pipped went on to 
say, "Evangelism has slipped into the 
depadment of sales." Investigate the 
person you are evangelising to, Find 
out what their greatest point of 
resistance is and beat them to it The 
evangelist said we have to, "arouse 
(their) curiosity."
Ms. Pipped* stated, "50 percent of 
the conversation is investagative Paul 
said, 'I was called to open people's 
eyes', this is investigative Fody 
percent of the conversation is 
stimulation and ten percent is relating 
the story to their lives "
"A relationship, a love relationship, is 
required throughout the whole 
conversation," stated Ms Pipped 
"Anyone you touch, Jesus touches 
too,” informed the author. "When you 
touch someone you touch a pad of 
God's image "
Hair Designers & Tanning Salon 
Students, don't let your summer Ian fade!
HOURS:
Tues-Fri 9am-7pm 
Sat9am-2pm
5900 LAKE.  M I C H  DR. 
N E A R  T H E  G O A L  POST.
COUPON
10.00 OFF
TANNING PACKAGE 
VALUED AT $50 .00
4 F IN E  S T O R E S  TO  B E T T E R  
H E L P  Y O U !
51 Monroe Mall N.W. 3150 Plainfield
1533 Wealthy S.E. 2883 Wilson. Grandville
THIS HIEHIIS WAR
( R I G H T  H E R E  IN A L L E N D A L E  )
Air- guns' Splap balls' Capture the Flag'
$20 includes: Gun. Goggle v:. a s!.. cm n; .-..i
rental. 20 Splap balls. Two - 1 kl 1:
C02 capsules, and three 1 hose
games * It's a HEL-UV-A-LOT of fun
-O R  MORE ;N - 0  895 5316 
FQR S ' G \  S ~ E E ^
• r J
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Write for
The Lanthorn
The Lanthorn invites YOU, to submit your poetry, stories, 
and art for our upcoming section, Creative Corner. Get 
published!! Your printed material will be great for portfolios, 
mom, dad, or that future publisher.
The Lanthorn also invites freelance articles, editorials 
and commentaries. Get involvedII Support student 
journalism.
By Eric Skoglund 
Guest Writer
PANTRY FA M ILY
D E LI
FORMALLY PARTY TIME DELI 
411 Wilson Ave. NW. 
Wilson just north of Lake Mich. Dr.
OPEN
24
HOURS
•  DELI HOURS:* 
M-Th 11-9p.m. 
Fri-Sat. 11-11p.m. 
Sun. 12-9p.m. 
COLD SANDWICHES 
always available!
791-0740
Special!
M ille r
M ille r  L igh t
6pk. 12oz cans 
S 2.69 + tax + dep 
24 PACK CAN'S 
$ 9.99 + tax + dep
! coupon  ;
; 10% O F F  ! 
[ A N Y  D E L I O R D E R  [ 
'W IT H  S T U D E N T  ID  [
| EXCEPT Items on Special ■
I E/p 12/30/86 j| 
:.........................:Exp 10/8/86
D E L I  S P E C IA L
Chicken Nugget Dinners 
Half Pound Fries 
&
Cole Slaw  
2.19 + tax
KEG BEER 
FISH FRY 
BBQ RIBS 
WET BURRITO'S 
CHICKEN DELI SUBS 
PIZZA
GROCERIES
BEER&WINE
LIQUOR
The Gallery in the Calder building will 
feature printmakers Harlan Mathiev and 
John Smalley beginning Monday, 
October 6. Both artists have exhibited 
nationally.
Harlan Mathiev is from New York City 
and works irt'large woodcuts. John 
Smalley, an artist from Iowa, will be 
showing etchings and pry points.
The artists will be talking about their 
work in the Gallery Monday from 
1:00p.m. to 3:00p.m. A reception will 
follow-and all are invited. For interested 
art students, the artists will give another 
lecture at 6:00p.m. in the Cedar 
Studios printmaking room.
Presently the Gallery is showing the 
works of GVSC art instructors Dellas 
Henke and Jim Clover. Gallery hours 
are from 10:00a.m. to 5:00p m 
Monday through Friday.
ejrtryrrnrT’rnnnrro^ a a'B’v ryoT nrgyyT rrnn r^^  bYrvvob on m~
In Spirit
I
By Jan Cheryl Allen
We are of different worlds, 
and are worlds apart.
Our lives touching only in 
that interim space-
mind to mind, heart to heart.
I love the depth of your mind- 
a span of the Universe,
As complex and sparkling.
Each tidbit I glimpse,
I grasp in it's simpler form;
Eyes round in awe as you expound in 
ways that I can understand.
And sit eager for more.
Mind touching mind, thought to thought.
The dance of knowledge in motion, partnered, shared.
I love your strength. Enfolded in your Love for 
me I am safe; lifted up to never fall.
To share in the universe, and
Love as vast as the free-flow of time.
A love that is strength, beauty and harmony.
The river of Life's flow.
We have but our world of glimpses, 
of dawns and dusks.
Our minds touch, hearts touch,
across the bounds of the otherlives, our otherworlds
But in those interim moments, cling to 
the small relief, the large belonging:
Where minds share, hearts touch, and our Spirits 
long to be- one with the ether
°r
a a a
p
A
°irBT8'B'o-e"5‘B o b '8 s BTnrTWTinrinnn! r 8^ nrrTT rro"BT i"rrrirrrrs_r r rB _rr !n n r
☆FREE SALAD*
(POTATO, COLE SLAW, BAKED BEANS)
With purchase of 
regular sub and soft drink
MON.-THURS. 4:00-1:00 
FRI.-SAT. 4:00-2:00 
SUNDAY. 4:00-12:00
you Tried the Rest- 
now T ry  the Best!
M M
7 9 1 - 0 5 6 8
0-4281 Lake Michigan Dr 
-Allendale-
895-5487
DELI SUBS 
☆ SOUPS#  
SALADS
HOURS
Mon-Sat 11 00-10 00 
CLOSED SUNDAY
.75 cents OFF
SUBS & STROMBOLIES
( MINIMUM OF TWO )
Exp 10/8/86
2 8 4 4  L a k e  m ic h ig a n  d r iv e  \
m m •  •  •  • • —« • • • • • ( • r
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FIRST PRIZE:
$3,000 and publication of the winning story in a future issue of
playboy magazine.
The Essence of This Season
By Elizabeth Prinsze
The signs are clearly pointing in that direction.
It's not that no one expects it. The cycle has 
repeated itself one hundred times before. A 
feeling comes differently to each person. A suflen 
rush of emotion can be the essence of this 
season, the saddness of death and the brilliant 
beauty just before it passes. Feelings of letting go 
and accepting that are so parallel to each day.
But there is also a fresh anticipation that this 
season expresses so vividly.
There is the grace of a leaf becoming more 
colorful each day, almost as a shooting star 
becomes brightest just before it streaks across a 
dark sky in Spring. Squirrels and chipmunks 
hurry to gather their winter food, and birds fly 
South until it's warm again. People dig out 
flannel underwear and footballs and replace 
empty boxes with shorts and favorite t-shirts. The 
6 o'clock news reports a drop in temperature to 
thirty-five degrees. Funny in the spring how warm 
that feels, but oh, how cold it is now. Gentle 
winds flush the leaves towards the ground. 
There, they swirl in a crisp pile waiting for feet and 
children to fulfill the final wish of Autumn.
Playboy College 
Fiction Contest
Playboy magazine is now accepting entries to 
its annual College Fiction Contest, open to all 
registered college undergraduate and graduate 
students. The writing competion offers a cash 
prize of $3,000 and publication of the winning 
short story in the O ctober 1987 issue o f Playboy 
magazine.
The contest will be judged by the editors of 
Playboy magazine. The entry deadline is 
January 1, 1987.
Contest rules and other details are being made 
available to students through mailings to the 
English and creative writing departments of some 
1,300 colleges and universities nationwide. 
Details also appear in the October 1986 issue of 
Playboy, along with the winning entry of last 
year's contest, "Night Vision," by Philip Simmons. 
Simmons is a graduate student at the University 
of Michigan at Ann Arbor.
The College Fiction Contest reflects Playboy’s 
editorial policy of providing readers with the finest 
in contemporary fiction by recognized writers as 
well as talented newcomers. Playboy received 
the prestigious National Maagazine Award for 
fiction in 1985.
SECOND PRIZE:
$500 and a one-year subscription to pi^ yboy magazine.
DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES:
January 1, 1987
I
ADDRESS ALL ENTRIES TO:
PLAYBOY COLLEGE FICTION CONTEST 
919 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611
JUDGES: .
The editors of p la y b o y  magazine. All decisions are final.
CONTEST RULES 1 No purchase necessary 2 Contest is open to all college
ituden ts No age lim it Employees of Playboy Enterprises, Inc, its agents, affiliates and famihes are not 
‘ ligible 3 To enter, submit your typed, double-spaced manuscript of 25 pages or less, with a*3 * 5 card, 
isting your name, age. college affiliation, and permanent home address and phone to PLAYBOY 
COLLEGE FICTION CONTEST. 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago. Illinois 50611 Only one entry per 
!ersoa All entries must be original works of fic tion All entries must be postmarked by January 1, 1987 
Mutilated or Illegible entries will be d isqualified 4 Prizes awarded to those entrants whose stories meet 
’ LAYBOY's standard for quality PLAYBOY reserves the right to w ithhold prizes if the subm itted entries do 
lot meet PLAYBOY'S usual standards for publication All decisions#of the |udges are final 5 W inning con- 
estants will be notified by mail, and may be obligated to sign and return an Affidavit of E ligibility within  
h irty (30) days ot no tifica tioa  In the event of non-compliance w ith in this time period, alternate winners 
nay be selected. Any prize notification le tter or any prize returned to Playboy Enterprises, Inc, and 
mdeliverable may be awarded to an alternate winner 6 PLAYBOY reserves the right to edi* the First Prize 
vinning Story tor publication. 7 Entry authorizes use of any prize winner's name, photograph and 
iiographical inform ation by Playboy Enterprises, Inc. w ithout further compensation to ,he °
’ LAYBOY reserves the right to^publish the w inning entries in the U S. and Foreign editions ot PLAYBOY 
naqazine and to reprint the winning entries in any English language or foreign edition anthologies or com- 
illations ot PLAYBOY material 9 Contest is subiect to all federal, state and local laws and regulations 
axes op prizes are the sole responsibility of winning contestants Void where prohibited by law 10 All 
nanuscripts become the property of Playboy Enterprises. Inc. and will not be re turned A list of w 'n"ers  
:an be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope to Playboy Enterprises Inc. G O L L tu t  
NOTION CONTEST. 919 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 6061 1 _______,
blue avenue
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From Our Files
The following is a word for word 
excerpt from a past issue of GVSC's 
student run newspaper. There are NO 
typo's or changes. This column will be 
run regularly to give current students a 
perspective on the rich history at Grand 
Valley.—Editor
Are Women Human Beings?
the Valley View, Tue. Sept. 26, 1967, by Bill
Yes, they are, answers Betty Friedan, 
in her book THE FEMININE 
MYSTIQUE. They are human beings, 
but they are victims of a culture that tells 
them they are not.
Women have been swindled into 
believing what Mrs. Friedan calls the
’•Waves" from p. 2
I am also an epileptic and have been 
for about five years. I see this as a 
medical problem I have I do not 
consider my medical problems 
appropriate "story" material Would the 
Editor of the Lanthorn want h_ei 
gynecological problems put into print 
for the entire campus to read9 If an 
Epileptic seizure is news worthy, would 
an outbreak of herpes blisters also 
warrent coverage79
I can only hope that m the future 
more consideration is given to the 
sub|ect of a "news story "
Finally the young lady suffered a 
seizure, not an "attack " I hat term went
So what's the antidote? You make a 
beautiful point - "Do it now." People 
have got realize that if you want to do 
something you believe in, you'd better 
hurry. You aren't given tomorrow, after 
all, there's only today 
I went through GVSC's changing 
years (1982-84), and, seeing the 
caliber of students it attracts now, I 
wonder how much impact your article 
might have Everyone seems serious 
to the point of self-absortion Still, if 
one person reads you and thinks twice, 
you'll have done them a favor I guess.
Cheers,
Ralph 1 leibutski
out when they quit putting iepileptics m GVSC Alljmi
msane asylumc
Mike! angley
Dear MS Prinsze Dear l am
While I . s !ed campus uw k ot Sep Congratu
17 19°G: 1 p:Cked up and chanoed to the stan c
read you r pie?ce "Senicr E xpre sees
Fears" As scmeone who ccvered this paper and :
very samie !cp ic when 1 wrete co'u mns has been r
tor the LG ° t t: " i  1 c c u i dr t h» x *n but c * e ■ • ■ j ■ >
express nV ,r'’crest 1 - h ac'
You S' IO A/ (enough self awareness badges
ibeut the) p r 2;blem ''Pc v. he 'C ”  S' C
nave become stale and I'eless from 
constant pressures " As far as the 
solution you come up a b.t shod 
just hope that I never de young 
nside "
We can t s t around and dream about 
that happening Growth is pad of the 
territory after all1 However i don't thin* 
aging is necessarily the enemy it 
seems to be social pressures and 
expectations imore than anything else' 
that put people into pegs, 
pigeonholes and compadments I just 
have trouble with the idea of ' I m 
gonna be young till I die'' How many 
60's refugees are back w m that 
attitude reforming dead bands "ke iron 
Butter!'/ Strawberry AlarrT1 Clock ana 
Grass Rocts9 You cant go no me agam 
espec.aiiy wKen :he leeks '"a.e oee° 
changed
ampus life and issues on 
realty Ike many of the 
:h have occurred m the 
I'ty the new masthead 
designed by Kathleen Marrcn rind th^ 
mtroduct ;n cf the new ccmc strip by 
rm ncc!S Cauvin The entire staff 
should be congratulated for their line 
coverage of all areas of campus life and 
the overall appearance of the paper 
including the layout and the 
advertisements I rea'ize that many 
students on the statt work long hours 
to msu'e the product,on of a quality 
paper The staff should recognize that 
the campus ccmmun.ty including the 
students faculty and the staff 
appreciate the dedica’ cn the s’a,f has 
demcnst'ated this year Keep up me 
gccd wcrk1 i lock forward t: r e  next 
issue cf r e  . anthem
"feminine mystique". The "feminine 
mystique" consists of two basic 
elements; 1) the notion that feminity 
consists of pleasing men, rearing 
children, and keeping house; 2) the 
idea that leading a productive, creative 
career is masculine.
The basic tenents of the feminine 
mystique were rooted in the late 19th 
and early 20th century, but bloomed 
again in the 40’s and 50's. Today again 
they are evident in our culture. Recent 
studies show that women have again 
been indoctrinated by the mystique: 
modern women feel "incomplete", 
"unfulfilled", or merely "trapped." The 
housewife as Newsweek put it, has a 
"discontent...deep, pervasive, and 
impervious to the superficial remedies 
which are offered at every hand."
Women, once productivce and 
creative, have fallen back to their 
medieval position as an inferior to men. 
As evidence of this change, Mrs. 
Friedan cites the following alarming 
statistics:
Bradford
-Marriage age is rapidly lowering. 
Once in the twenties, it dropped to 20 
in the late 50’s, and today is in the 
teens.
—The birthrate in America is now 
triple that of western Europe and twice 
that of Japan.
-W omen make up a smaller 
percentage of college students today 
than they did in the past. In 1929, for 
example, 47% of all college students 
were women. By -1958, the 
percentage had dropped to 35%.
Further evidence of this trend is 
found in what women read. Thirty years 
ago, women's magazines contained 
stories of independent, creative career 
women -- articles showing women 
develop their own personality. They 
contained articles by Lippman, 
Faulkner, Stillwell, and Sandburg -
See From Our Files p.15
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By Laurie Wagner 
Staff Writer
Head athletic trainer Doug Woods is 
entering his 11th year at Grand Valley 
State. Woods came to Grand Valley in 
1976 and earned his Master of 
Education. He also makes time to teach 
two athletic training classes with 
co-trainer Deb Springer.
Athletic rehabilita tion varies 
depending upon the severity of the 
injury. For an injury that does not 
involve surgery, for example a first or 
second degree knee sprain, the initial 
care would be to ice, compress and 
immobolize it. Following that it would 
be examined by two orthopedic team 
physicians who dictate the 
rehabilitation program the trainers are to 
follow. The next day x-rays would be 
taken. If the injury was diagnosed as a 
first or second degree sprain, .then the 
patient would begin with easy quad
Lady Lakers 
Beat Ferris!
Deanna McVicar 
Staff Writer
Program Excells
settings and range of motion. After 
progress has been made they would 
begin with resistance and jogging. 
"Once they reach one step they move 
on to another,” said Woods.
Surgical rehabililation "We go by 
exactly what the physician tells us," 
Woods goes on to say "They know 
what's best for the individual. Basically 
we start out slow by beginning with 
muscle tone in that area and move onto 
range of motion and then progress it 
step by step."
Not all athletes continue to play 
sports again after their rehabililation
program. Woods cited three reasons 
for not returning. In some cases the 
injury is to severe to continue playing. 
Secondly, some athletes may not feel it
is worth it to subject themselves to the 
possibility of further injury. "The 
problem with college athletics is that
some don't understand that they have 
that knee for the rest of their lives," sajd 
Woods/lt's not worth it sometimes" In
addition he noted that some become 
more involved in academics and may
not feel they need athletic endeavors 
anymore.
In generSl, Woods comes across two 
common prroblems when dealing with 
his athletes. During rehabilitation many 
athletes try and to do too much to 
soon. "In one aspect that's a great
attitude to have because we want them 
to be enthusiastic but you have to 
control that too," said-Woods.
Another-problem Woods deals with is 
the state of depresssion most athlete 
go through during the first one to three 
weeks of rehabililation."Their not happy 
they can't do certain things while their 
friends are able to compete,"he 
said,"It's my job to help them get 
through that and give them a positive 
outlook."
It's difficult to determine a success 
rate since that depends upon the goals 
set by the patient. Wood says,"For 
someone who has had surgery that is 
career ending, they want a functional 
stable knee for the rest of their life.The 
goal of an athlete who suffers on ankle 
sprain wishes to get back as soon as 
possible."
Woods asks his patients to set
realistic goals. Woods remarks,"They 
want to accomplish so much by the end 
of the first week and if it’s just not 
possible they have a tendency to get 
discouraged. The must set goals that 
are attainable by the end of the first 
week. When an athlete becomes 
discouraged they start to sluff off on 
the program." Woods adds,"If I had to 
pick I'd say the anterior cruciate 
ligament is the most difficult to come 
back off of concerning the ones that 
we deal with day in and day out. That 
ligament is the major stabilizer of the 
knee. Depending upon the sport , it's 
difficult to compete again without 
having surgery."
Woods cites ankle sprains as the 
most commonly seen injury and adds if 
handled properly' most people do real 
well.
Athletes not involved in a formal 
rehabililitation program have the 
opportunity of having their injuries 
diagnosed through the Student Health 
Union Two team Orthapedic surgeons 
are in the fieldhouse Monday night 
aand will examine free of charge on 
your first visit. part one of four
Lakers Stay Undefeated!
Coach Martin was made a very proud 
man this past weekend by his women's 
cross country squad For the first time 
in Laker history the Ferris State 
Bulldogs felt the wrath of the Grand 
Valley Lakers. Coach Martin had this to 
say, "I'm really happy for the girls 
because it feels good to finally get the 
monkey off our backs and beat Ferris" 
Jean Mentzer led the Lakers in third 
place with a time of 19:57. Freshmen 
l aura Moore ran 20:25 to take 11th 
Place, while Amy Young, also a 
freshmen, took 15th in 2047 
Sophomore Gail Hoffman stole 19th 
place, with fifth-woman Pam Ruppert in 
28th Considering the Soggy, hilly 
terrain of the Katke Golf Course, home 
of the Ferris Invitational, the girls ran
By Ftodrick Wells
Sports Editor
The Lakers slid their way to their 
fourth consecutive victory at Wayne 
State University. The game was played 
in less than desirable conditions, 
amany of the players resembled "mud 
wrestlers". The bad weather didn't sink 
the Lakers sails as they gutted out a 
21 -3 decision.
Wayne State opened the scoring 
with a fieldgoal. The Lakers came right 
back as sophomore John Brower 
rambled in from five yards out. The key 
play in the drive was a 30 yard acrobatic 
reception by Artis Schackleford.
Coach Tom Beck was really 
impressed with his offensive lines 
performance Beck remarks "Our line
protected very well We have given up 
two sacks out of 120 pass attempts". 
John Brower scored from five yardsout 
for his second score of the game. Guy 
Schuler had the third tcfuchdown as he 
scrambled from nine yards out, Schuler 
had a good day passing as he passed 
for 211 yards completing 19 out of 30 
Schuler's main target was Frank Miotke 
who had 6 catches for 66 yards. Miotke
has 20 catches this season. All of the 
passing offense was needed as the 
Tartars shutdown running back Ray 
Buckner buckner had only one carry in 
the first half The Lakers rushed f£r a 
total of 101 yards The field conditions
had a great deal to do with lafck of 
rushing yards
The Lakers were active defensively
as they recorded three interceptions. 
Matt Guerin ,Mike Crowley and Dan
Reeves plucked an interception a 
piece.The defensive line received 
outstanding performances 'rom John
Rigg and Mark Turner Darrell Smith 
and Brian Mulcahy were all over the 
field as they lead the Lakers in
tackles The Laker defense is really 
beginning to jell Coach Buggs was
impressed with the way defense played 
as a unit
The Lakers took the "Wooden Shoe" 
from the Tartars as they lead the series 
6-4 Grand Valley will host arch rival
Ferris State Saturday at 1 30 pm in 
Arend Lubbers Stadium
■emendous!
Next weekend the squad will take a 
veak from racing On October 11 the 
akers then travel to Dowagios for the 
Southwestern Invitational a meet they 
Freed second in last year
The Boss 
Baffler
Last week 's  answer:  
Dwight Gooden o f the New 
York Mets
This week's quest ion:  
Who was the on ly  
heavyweight champion to 
win the championsh ip  
w i t h o u t  w i n n i n g  a 
heavyweight title  fight.
Spikers Win Four More
By Laurie Wagner 
Staff Writer
Grand Valley State Volleyball team 
continued it's winning ways as they 
won four matches over the weekend 
They played at home Thursday night 
against Northwood Institute They won 
three straight games by the scores of 
15-9. 15-9 and 15-12 
Lisa Cancelli and Carmen Boldem 
dom inated play along the 
frontline Everytime Northwood would 
come close Cancelli's bullet spikes 
would turn the tide Karla Hartlme 
played an exceptional game for the 
Lakers Hartline said,"We got down a 
few times but we came back and wqn it 
in the end" Jeanine DeLano the floor 
leader was all over the court she set the 
bait, spiked the ball and swept the floor
after tne match DeLano showed why 
she has All American potential 
"Today"s game was a good sign of 
what we can do when we get behind", 
said Coach Boand The Lakers also 
defeated Wright State 15 6, 15 6
9 15.Northern Kentucky 15 9 15 4. 
15 7 and Texas Women Umvesity 
15 1.15 3 and 15 7 The Lakers next 
home match is Saturday October 4 at 
5 00 their opponent wil be Oakland 
University
Peppino’s Pizza
FREE 12 oz. can of pop 
<1 with the purchase
•ft of any size pizza
exp Dec 30 1986
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Intramural Rankings
Top 5 Co-Rec
1. The Bar Hopp (3-0)
2. Reckless Abandon A
Top 10 Men 
1. Druids
3. Unknown (2-0) 2. Wampuses
4. Brew Crew (2-0) 3. Go-Nads
5. Cubbies (1-0) 4. Board Walk Boys
5. Robinson Rockers A
Top 5 women 6. 2nd Floor Copeland I7. BrewHas
1. Whatever 8. Brew Crew
2. Casual Copeland
3. Windsor Womeli
9. Sig Eps
10. 2ndFloor Copeland II
4. 3rd Floor Kistler Even
5. Copeland 3
Intramural 
Softball Scores
Druids 11 Robinson Rockers A 12
Unknowns 0 Robinson Floor 2 7
3rd Floor Cope. II 14 3rd Kistler Even 14
2nd Floor Cope. I 12 Whatever 7
Sky Hawks 11 Campus Security 6
Windsor Worn. 7 Bomb Squad 0
Go-Nads 17
Campus Security 7 Unknowns 3
Sig Eps 4
Sky Hawks 6
Go-Nads 7 Mainstreet 0
Brew Crew 2 Whatever 7
Brewhas 8
Totally Ripped 2
3rd Floor Kistler 6 The Bar liopps 10
Ravine Grizzzley 7
2nd Copeland 12
Oxford Blue 0 Reckless Abondon B 12
Eteceteras 1
East Block 9 .
Rob. Rocker 0 2nd Copeland I 24
Robinson Rocker 7
Copeland3 1 Robinson Rowdie 9
Homestretch 0 3rd Kistler Eve 5
Wampuses 7 Total Rees 8
Sig Eps 7 Reckless Abandon A 6
Druids 20 East Block 12
Brew Crew 16 Robinson Rockers 0
Oxford Blue 12 Whatever 15
2nd Copeland 7 Copeland3 11
Brew Crew 11 Wampuses 13
Etecteras 1 Bomb Squad 0
blue avenue
Carl Pollard(left) and Rod Thomas(right) both start at cornerback for the 
Lakers. Pollard and Thomas were also highschool teammates at Benton 
Harbor. Photo by Todd Saylor
Dynamic Duo!
Thomas and Pollard Profile
By Rodd Monts 
Staff Writer
The Lakers are off to their best start 
in for years, and much of their success 
can be attributed to their stingy 
defense.
The Laker's defensive squad has 
allowed 38 points in four games, which 
is deceiving because 28 of those 
came in a close scare at Butler. The 
defensive backfield can take credit for 
much of this success.
The stalwarts of the' defensive 
backfield are junior cornerbacks Carl 
Pollard and Rodney Thomas.
The duo have been teammates 
since their high school days a Benton 
Harbor High School.
Neither is an interception specialist, 
but for three seasons they have put 
blankets on opposing receivers as well 
as delivering ball-jarring hits.
"I think this is ♦he best (defensive) 
backfield in the history of the school," 
saaid Thomas, "I think we're 
100-percent better this year,” added 
Pollard.
Along with Pollard and Thomas in
the secondary are safety? Matt Geurin 
and Dan Reeves.
The secondary has allowed 417 
yards passing this season (not 
including the Wayne State game). The 
brunt of this also came in the contest 
with Butler.
Pollard says the backfield has anew 
attitude and goal this year. "This year 
we're not getting beat deep. It's (look 
for) pass first and run second."
So far it has work, as only one 
receiver has given the tandem a 
problem with deep coverage so far this 
season.
"(Paul) Page, from Butler," said 
Pollard, "He is the best receiver I’ve 
played against so far this year."
The string of Laker victories has not 
changed the two players’ attitudes. 
"We just take every game step-by- 
step. I think the team is closer this year 
and that helps us a lot (to keep things in 
perspective)." Thomas said.
Both players are proud that the 
Lakers are ranked seventh in the 
nation, but they both are seeking
See Dynamic Duo p. 13
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GLIAC Notes
Grand Valley's football team is off to 
aa 4-0 start, its best since winning the 
first four games of the 1976 season. 
The NCAA II seventh-ranked Lakers, 
who host Ferris State, have never 
opened with five straight wins.
Dynamic Duo from p.12
something that will make it all much 
sweeter.
"All-Conference. That’s my goal this 
year, to make All-Conference," said 
Thomas.
If he continues to play at the level he 
has been, and stays healthy Thomas 
feels he will make it.
For Pollard the season will not be 
complete unless the Lakers win the 
conference title and he gets the 
recognition he deserves. "If I make 
All-Conference then I'll feel I've 
acheived something," he said.
Saginaw Valley’s 21 -20 football loss 
to Hillsdale was only the second league 
loss for the Cardinals since head coach 
George Ihler took over in 1983. The 
Cards are now 16-2-1 in the 
conference play under Ihler. Hillsdale's 
win extended its unbeaten streak to 12 
games and avenged the Chargers only 
1985 defeat, a 28-17 loss to SVSC.
Great Lakes Conference volleyball 
teams are 66-37 in non-league games, 
a .641 percentage. Last year, the 
GLIAC was 152-94 in non-conference
matches for a .618 percentage.
*
Lake Superior's women volleyball 
team, which was 11 -26 overall last year 
and 1-7 in GLIAC play, has made a 
sharp turnaround. The Lakers are 9-4 
on the year, with a 2-0 league mark.
GRAND RAPIDS LA CROSS CLUB
IS LOOKING FOR INTERESTED PLAYERS 
WHO WOULD LIKE TO 
♦ LEARN THE GAME OF LA CROSS 
. ♦PLAY LA CROSS
FALL PRACTICES BEGIN NOW!
Date: Tues. & Thurs.
Time: 5:30-7:00
Place: Highland Park, Grand Rapids
FOR MORE INFO 
CONTACT :
Wallace or John
Eric
Mike
530-8741
538-8872
452-1473
If You Don’t Know
DIAMONDS
Know Your Jew eler
For special prices on diamonds, watches 
& jewelry, visit your nearest
FOX^§i
Downtown, Rogers Plaza, 
North Kent, and Woodland
Cheech's 
Predictions
The Lakers defeated Wayne 
State and the defense played 
an impressive game. Ferris 
State (2-2) w ill invade Arend 
Lubbers Stadium with a potent 
offensive attack. The Bulldogs 
are lead by sophomore Cedric 
Gordon. Gordon was Sports 
Illustrated "Player of the Week" 
two weeks ago as he caught 10 
passes for 264 yards. Yes, the 
Lakers defensive backs will be 
cha llenged .T he  wet fie ld  
slowed down the Laker offense 
Saturday, that's the only thing 
I've seen that can stop them.
The Lakers will score and score 
big. The game Saturday will be 
an old fashioned shoot-out .
The Lakers w ill win and it will 
be a great show for the "Family 
Day" crowd.
Grand Valley State 35 
Ferris State 21
This week I was 9 out of 15. 
That gives "The Cheech" an 
overall record of 16 out of 30 
for an averag4e of 53%.
Pro Picks 
Houston over Detroit 
Cincinnati over Packers 
New England over Miami 
Giants over St.Louis 
Washington over Saints 
Denver over Dallas 
San F. over Indianapolis 
Raiders over Chiefs 
Cleveland over Pitts. 
Chicago over Minn. 
Atlanta over Philly 
Rams over Tampa Bay 
Jets over Buffalo 
Seattle over San Diego
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Five minutes p u t the Woodland Mall 
Light
28th
h
THE BEST IN LIVE LAUGHTER
* ^COLLEGE NIGHT'
*
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EVERY THURSDAY
THIS COLTON 
WILL ADMIT 2 
FOR $3.00
■ i.f; 111
* Professional comedians from across 
the countrv New shows every week'
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Wheelchair Basketball
By Sharon Coeling
On Thursday, October 2, the Grand 
Rapids Pacers, a wheelchair basKetoall 
team, will meet the Grand Valley Lakers 
as well as GVSC faculty, staff, and 
students in a regulation basketball 
game at the Grand Valley Field House.
The game will begin at 8 p.m. with 
the Pacers meeting the Lakers in the 
first quarter. In the second quarter, 
GVSC faculty, staff, and students will 
rival the Pacers, followed by a third
quarter repeat of the first quarter 
competitors. The Pacers "'will 
demonstrate their own unique 
basketball strategies in a fourth quarter 
scrimmage.
Advance tickets, priced at $1 for 
students and $2 for adults, are available 
at GVSC's Kirkhof Center, White and 
White Health Care Centers, Rogers 
Department Store, and Grand Rapids 
Junior College. Tickets will also be 
available at the door where media 
representatives may pick up free 
tickets with proper identification.
Men's Cross Country 
Wins Six out of 12
Deanna McVicar 
Staff Writer
The men's cross country team 
traveled to the Ferris State Invitational 
meet this past weekend. The boys in 
blue took sixth out of 12 very 
competitive teams, such as Ferris, 
C.M.U., and Macomb College.
In a field of 115 runners, Chris Karres 
Placed 9th, running 26:42. Next came 
Ed Kiessel in 52nd place with a time of 
28:16. In 64th place came Bob 
Christian, clocking 28:47.
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•SNEAK PREVIEW 
SATURDAY 7 pm KIRKHOF CENTER 
SUNDAY 7 pm & 9 pm LAT 
" “ Slsludenls, $2 non-»lud*nl»l,—11
FUNDED BY GVSC STUDENT SENATE
ALLENDALE WOMEN’S 
CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE 
UNION ASKS...
"DID YOU KNOW?"
"Before kids start 
getting influenced by 
their peers, they're 
influenced by parent 
modeling. If we're using 
alcohol to cope with 
stress, or if anytime we 
go to a community 
function there's alchohol, 
the message is that you 
need drugs to have a good 
time or a successful 
event." Sponsored by
Vernon's Hardware
i^oach Clinger said the group ran 
very well considering, "this was one of 
the toughest courses we'll see all year.” 
Next weekend the Lakers travel to 
Spring Arbor, where last year they took 
home the first place trophy.
LAKER 
ATHLETE 
OF THE WEEK
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DeLano, a 5-7 senior setter f rom Kentwood (East 
Kentwood), led the Lakers to a second place fin ish in 
the St. Cloud State (MN) Tournament with a 5-1 record. 
DeLano had 153 assists, 37 digs, six blocks,seven 
service aces, and 15 kills, for a .714 percentage.
QUESTION «2.
HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS 
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T’s weekday rates on 
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.
b) Don’t buy textbooks when “Monarch Notes” will do 
just fine.
c) Save 40% off AT&T’s weekday rate on out-of-staie 
calls during evenings.
d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality 
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them 
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you’re like most college students in the western hemisphere, 
you try to make your money go a long way. That’s why you should 
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
^ i f r  AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you 
can save over 50% off AT&T’s day rate on calls during
weekends until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm 
Sunday through Friday.
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you’ll save 406! 
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number'’ AT&T gives yup 
ediate credit if you do. And of course, you can count on 
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call 
To find out more about how AT&T can help save you money, 
give us a call With a little luck, you won’t have to hang arounJwith 
tile rich kid> ( all toll-free tedav. at 1 800 222-0300 , /
AT&T
The right choice.
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Campaign Takes Off
By Darren J. 
News Staff
Gibson
Just in case the word hasn’t gotten 
around, Grand Valley's news logo is 
making a splash. It's called "Catch the 
Wave" and Bob Stoll, Director of 
student activities, says the new logo is 
used to "help to promote enery and 
excitement."
"Last spring, in March, we had some 
staff meetings to figure out our priorites 
and our three main priorites were to 
make sure students know about 
activities, help students realize "What's 
in it for me?", and to create the energy 
and excitement to go to the activities 
on campus."
The designer of the new logo is 
Kevin Kyser. A senior at Grand Valley, 
Kyser's major is art and design and his 
emphasis is graphics. He is currently 
working at the Student Activites office 
as a graphic supervisor.
Bob Stoll emphasizes that "Catch 
the Wave" is dnlv one way the student 
activities office is nforming students of
campus activities and that the theme is 
not a replacement for Grand Valley's 
logo "Explore the Well-Rounded World 
of Grand Valley."
Kevin Kyser
ritars^ 
ists
From Our Files from p.10
glory of having babies, boiling eggs, 
changing diapers, shopping at the 
supermarket, and cleaning house. 
World affairs are studied as the home 
lives of the wives of politicians.
The problem, says Mrsv Friedan, is 
that woman has lost her identity as a 
human being. She is unable to live her 
own life; she "lives through the lives of 
others". She no longerpronouncesthe 
word "I".
But, Mrs, Friedan argues, there is an 
alternative. Women need not accept 
the status of breeding animals. They
can rebell against the Nazi slogan 
of"Kinder, Kuche, Kirche" (Children, 
kitchen, church), by exercising their 
rational creative faculty. "The only way 
for a woman, as for a man, to find 
herself, to know herself as a person is 
through creative work of her own."
Mrs. Friedan presents an eminantly 
readable, cogently argued attack on a 
aspect of our cultural milieu. Its 
publication in 1963 touched off a bitter 
controversy. One can only hope that 
this popular book will continue to be a 
center of controversy until the last 
vestiges of "the feminine mystique" are 
eradicated.
0
ENTHUSIASTIC, CHEERFUL, ENERGETIC 
AND VIVACIOUS?
Do you like meeting and talking 
to new people?
Do you like earning MONEY? 
Work for the Lanthorn as an 
AD SALESMEN!
Call Kim Tryon now! 
895-3120
You don't have to be "super-good", just 
willing to learn! There's openings for 
people interested in writing for news, and 
campus life. We also need people to help 
paste-up ads, and pages. Discover the 
creativity, versitility, and rewarding life 
of a newspaper career! ! !
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Mair S tJ,V u n ?
Locate on the lower floor 
of Kirkol Center 
Call 895-3656 and ask tor Deb 
-Walk in or Appointment
Fall Hours:
Monday thru Friday 
9 00 a m ■ 6 00pm
$4.00 O f  F
exp Co. 31, 1986
Cherry Street 
Plasma Center
645 Cherry S.E.
454-8251
Hours for donations:
M - Th 7am - 4:15pm 
T & F 6am - 3:30pm 
Closed Wednesdays
Help others & Recieve A $10 Bonus with 
Your First Plasma Donation, Plus this 
Coupon
$7 for first visit during the week 
$12 for second visit during the 'week 
Earn Extra Income Weekly By Donating Plasma
gisisiataiaieis
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1987 Spanish Summer School in Guadalajara, Mexi
The Spanish Department will conduct the 6th Summer School in Mexico 
The session will be held in Guadalajara, the second largest city.
Students will have the opportunity to earn .., to six credits.
The prerequisite is one semester of college Spanish, or equivalent.
CO
LEAVIN G : May 10 -June 7. 1987
COST; $650.00 plus tuition and transportation.
HOUSING: With the families in the citv.
Three meals will be provided daily
DEADLINE: Applications are due March 9 A $50 0U der>< *s:: o : 
INTERNSHIPS: I ntemships are available in your fields 
INFORMATION: Professor Robert Hoeksema Extension 3-P6 
Foreign Language Dept
232 ASH ext.3203
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Culture Calendar from p. 6
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FOR CHAT ttS IE ,
Friends don't let friends drive drunk
<= 1986 Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee. Wl
